
Using ABA’s 

5Drivers model to 

build Brand Love



We used to think consumers behaved rationally – we now know that most 
decisions are emotion-led and we post-rationalise the reasons why
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That’s why brands that engage emotionally perform best – proven 
here by Peter Field’s famous study of advertising effectiveness
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Number of very large, positive business 
effects reported

• Analysis of 996 case 
studies over 30 
years

• Covered 700 brands 
and 83 categories

• Identified the 
ingredients for 
effectiveness – as 
measured in hard 
business terms
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Emotions stir something deep – that’s how Trump went from ‘dumb, 
arrogant and crazy’ to president in just 18 months
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poll – single 
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Trump 
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We developed our 5Drivers model to help brands understand 
emotions – it identifies 5 clear states that underpin all consumer behaviour

UNCONSCIOUS

CONSCIOUS
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Bonamy Finch have independently verified that the stronger you 
connect across the Drivers the more you’ll be loved 
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5Drivers Mean Score
How strongly brand is associated with 5Drivers

Outputs developed by 

Bonamy Finch, experts in 

advanced data analytics, 

who were asked to 

independently validate the 

predictive power of the 

5Drivers model

Relationship between 5Drivers and Brand Love score

Brand Love rises from 

around 0% when the 

5Drivers mean is less than 

1.14, up to 70% when the 
mean is above 3.14
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CONTROL
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CONTROL: the most fundamental of needs that must be in place before 
others can be met

Makes us 
sensitive to 
disruption, 
change and 

loss

We feel anxious 
when control is 
threatened –

this jolts us out 
of autopilot

Humans are 
hardwired to 

seek control – in 
evolutionary 

terms, essential 
to survive



The reassuring calm of the John Lewis in-store experience plays brilliantly 
to Control

Calm effect 
of easily 

negotiated 
store layout

Security 
of world-
famous 

customer 
care

Reassurance 
of expert 
advice

Edited 
choice that 

makes 
decisions 

easier
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Brands leverage Control messages in advertising by either projecting a 
sense of calm OR playing on a fear around bad things happening

CALM

FEAR
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DESIRE
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DESIRE: led by passion, this is all about gratifying urges that go beyond 
basic needs

Desire is when 
we see 

something and 
feel a deep 

urge to have it

It’s driven by 
dopamine, 

which sits at the 
heart of our 

rewards system

Crucially, it’s 
addictive –
once we’ve 

had a hit, we 
want more!
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Nespresso ‘Boutiques’, play to Desire with sexy, glamorous cues that 
seduce and then gratify  

Displays 
that build 

anticipation 
before 

fulfilment

All the 
design cues 

designer 
labels use 
to seduce

Associations 
with one of 
the world’s 
sexiest men

Premium 
locations 

underlining 
its luxury 

status
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Brands leverage Desire in advertising through arousal, scarcity or by 
playing to a sense of ‘flatness’ in a life without desire 

A LIFE 
WITHOUT 
DESIRE

SCARCITY
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PURE
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BELONGING
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BELONGING: the yearning for the connections that provide a means of 
self-orientation or feeling in tune with something bigger

Humans have 
an instinctive 
need to bond

The hormone 
Oxytocin 

supplies a feel-
good hit that 

cements bonds

Hunger for 
Belonging 
extends to 
wider social 

realm
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Starbucks leverages a sense of Belonging by aiming to make you feel at 
home in all that it does

Your name 
– promising 

to make 
drink ‘your 

way’

Community 
boards give 
local feel

Posters 
featuring 

LOCAL staff

Free WiFi –
encouraging 
‘2nd home’ 

feel



Brands play to Belonging in advertising by reflecting the consumer in their 
world or by making them feel part of something bigger/desirable

GROUPS

CONQUERING
LONELINESS

FRIENDSHIP
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IMMERSION
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IMMERSION: the enjoyable escape into a place where things align, your 
cares melt away and you live in the present

20

Sense of 
‘flow’ derived 

from 
absorption in 
the moment 

We surrender to 
the experience, 

often losing 
track of time   

Gives a feeling 
of effortless 

enjoyment and 
makes us 
savour the 
moment



Charlotte Tilbury plays to Immersion via a strong sense of story – Charlotte, 
celebrity make-up artist, offering you the possibility of transformation 

Displays 
which 

encourage 
play

Mirrors 
which use 
augmented 

reality

Opportunity 
for you to 
be part of 
the story

Comms
support the 
brand story
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SAVOURING 
THE MOMENT

SENSORY 
ENGAGEMENT

ABSORBED IN 
THE EXPERIENCE

Brands play to Immersion in advertising by making the consumer feel 
absorbed in their world and elevated/aligned as a result
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FREEDOM
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Opens up new 
possibilities 

that previously 
didn’t exist

Leaves 
consumers 

feeling 
energised, as if 

they can achieve 
much more

Has a magical 
quality -

providing a 
springboard to 
better living

FREEDOM: makes customers feel released and empowered to do things 
differently
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Sephora plays to Freedom by encouraging shoppers to try new products and 
creating a ‘kids in a candy store’ vibe 

Displays of 
luxury 

make-up 
available to 

all 

Signposting 
‘hot now’ 
ensuring 
‘new’ isn’t 

missed

Stylists 
encourage a 

sense of 
discovery

Online 
tutorials 
provide 
endless 

possibilities



Brands play to Freedom in advertising by demonstrating they push the 
boundaries or by introducing consumers to the magic of new things

PUSHING THE 
BOUNDARIES

GOING NEW 
PLACES

TRYING NEW 
THINGS
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For latest insights visit
www.abaresearch.co.uk


